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A Study of Dipole Moments

All molecules, generally speaking, can be classified

into two categories, depending upon the nature of the

atoms which compose those molecules; they are either

polar, possessing an electric dipole moment which exists

in the absence of an applied field, or they are non-polar

and do not possess the so-called permanent dipole moment.

In order to understand the distinction between polar and

non-polar molecules, it is necessary to clearly define

the term electric dipole moment. Consider a bond between

two atoms which differ in electronegativity so that

there will be a center of negative charge around the more

electronegative atom and a center of positive charge

around the more electropositive atom. Because of this

separation of charges, the bond possesses or can be called

a dipole, an equal positive and negative charge +Q, separated

by a distance r. Characteristically, the bond has a dipole

moment, a., a vector quantity having the magnitude Qr and

the direction of the line joining the negative to the

positive charge. The components of this vector quantity

can be defined by letting x^ , y^ , and Z'L be the

coordinates of the charge Q so that

*- L i

If the net charge y~~
g- is zero, jt is independent of the
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location of the origin. (In future references unless

specified by -* over the given letter, only magnitudes

of vector quantities will be considered.)

Since dipole moment is defined as having the dimensions

charge (q) x length (r), the units of a* can be calculated

by considering 2 charges separated by 1 A and possessing

the magnitude of e, the fundamental electronic charge,

4.80 x 10" 1 electrostatic units (e.s.u.). The dipole

1 Rmoment in this instance would be 4.80 x 10 e.s.u. cm.

All dipole moments are on the order of 10""*° e.s.u. cm.,

and dipole moment values are expressed in terms of the

Debye unit (D), which is equal to 10 -1 ° e.s.u. cm.

If a molecule having more than one dipole in different

bonds is considered, the net dipole moment for the molecule

is obtained by calculating the resultant of the vector

addition of the moments for each individual bond . An example

of such a procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.
/IS
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Fig. 1. Calculation of the Resultant
for Orthodichlorobenzene

THEORY

Although the concept of dipole moment is quite simple,

the theory concerning its experimental measurement is

complex. In his classic treatise "Polar Molecules "
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Pieter Debye developed one of the first equations through

which dipole moments could be determined from experimental

values. This equation relates dipole moment to dielectric

constant as well as to other observable properties,

molecular weight and density.

The relationship of dielectric constant and dipole

moment, fundamental to dipole moment theory, can be seen

in the derivation of the Debye equation. In this derivation

it is necessary to consider some fundamental electrostatic

field relations as well as the theory of dielectrics.

If a fixed parallel-plate capacitor is considered, with a

vacuum between the plates and a charge of +6 per sq.„cra.

on one plate and - 6 on the other, the external electric

field creates a field within the capacitor which has a magnitude

E^= Jj.n-6 (2)

and is directed perpendicular to the plates. The capacitance

is A
C, = 35rd ( 3

)

with A equal to the area of the plates, d the distance

between them. If the capacitor is then filled with a material

substance (in liquid, solid, or gaseous state), the effect

of the electrical field on the substance introduced

will differ according to the nature of the substance. In

a conductor transfer of electrons over distances which are large

when compared with molecular dimensions occurs quite freely.
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On a dielectric the charges are bound within the fairly-

rigid framework of the neutral molecule, and the electric

field displaces the electrons over distances which are

small, on the order of a molecular diameter. This electronic

displacement induced in dielectrics by an electrical field

is known as polarization.

The polarization of a dielectric is pictured in Figure

2 | the field causes a separation of positive and negative
P

charges in the dielectric. +

of a Dielectric + g3gj) <S)<s2>

Figure 2

,

Polarization
Figure 3- ,

The Polar-
ization Vector'

When a dielectric is introduced to an evacuated cell, its

effect will be to increase the capacitance by a factor

£, the dielectric constant, so that

c = ec (*0

where C is the capacitance of the cell in a vacuum. Con-

currently, the electric field will be reduced so that

E = Eo (5)
€

Looking at Figure 2, it is easy to see how the dielectric

causes a reduction in the electrical field; the dipoles in

the dielectric are aligned against the field at the boundary

between the dielectric and the capacitor so that overall

field strength will be reduced.

In mathematical terms polarization is described in terms

of a vector quantity P, the dielectric polarization,
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defined as dipole moment per unit volume. If a 1 cm. cube

is placed between the plates of a capacitor (as in Figure

3), inducing a charge of +P on one face of the cube and

a charge of -P on the other face, the total field will

be reduced by a quantity WP so that equation (2) for the

electrical field is replaced by

E = 4rr( 6 - P

)

( 6

)

E + 4ffP a 4.TT6 (7)

In physical terms equation (7) results from the fact

that a neutralizing charge +4fTP will flow through the circuit

to the capacitor plates, the charge being equal and opposite

in sign to that induced on the surface of the dielectric.

A new vector D has thus been defined with

D = E + i+ttp = krre (8)

and _D_ = e (9)
E

This vector is known as the electric displacement. From

the above relationships it follows that

€ = 1 + ZRfP (10)
E

In a vacuum where P = and D = E, € = 1 . When a dielec-

tric is introduced into the capacitor, e is by definition

> 1.

The vectors D and E represent classical external field

intensities. It is also necessary to consider the field

intensity F at the site of the molecule when the
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capacitor is filled with a dielectric. Figure k is helpful

in the consideration of the internal field.

Figure k,
Components
of the In-
ternal Field

?o it-cm applied -felef

F, Frzm cuter bounMry

F^ from SVLt-fAce of sphere.

3 / ^spAer«L

In Figure 4 a homogeneous field is created by equally-

distributing a system of charges between the plates of a

capacitor. On a molecular level the force F acting upon

a particle of unit charge can be viewed as consisting of

4 parts.

F=F.+ F+F+F
C | 1_ 3

(ID

The component F + F, is due to the electrical field dis-

tributed uniformly between the plates and to the so-called

depolarization field induced in the dielectric at the

interface between the capacitor plates and the dielectric

material. Thus

Fa + F, = D - WP = E + ^wP - U-TiV (12a)

as determined from equations (2) and (8).

Fz and F3 are related to the introduction of a sphere

surrounding the particle. The sphere is small when compared

to macroscopic quantities but larger than molecular levels.

F^, known as the Lorentz field, is due to the induced

layer of charge on the boundary between the outer surface

of the sphere and the dielectric material. The equation

for Ft , first presented by Lorentz, is derived by letting



.
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r stands for the radius of the sphere, O the angle between

r and P, and <o , a surface element (see Figure 5). The

basic premise upon which this derivation rests is that

"the magnitude of the normal component of the polarization

vector is equal to the density of the induced charge on

2
any boundary of the dielectric." The force on the interior

particle can be found by applying Coulomb's Law (the

force between two charges is proportional to the product

of the magnitude of the charges divided by the square

of the distance between them) to each surface element of

charge. At any point on the sphere, the density of the

surface charge equals Ph , the normal of the polarization

vector as stated above. P
rt
equals P cos© from trigonometric

calculations so that integrating over the entire surface

AiiHwe^Tftk '- Ay^.air^s.n®do =-£tp (12b)

For a more complete derivation of this last equation,

see Appendix I.

Figure 5»
Diagram for
Derivation of
F
z

The component Fj is the force due to the dipoles

within the small sphere. F
? depends upon structure. If a

reference point has symmetrical, cubical surroundings, the
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dipoles within the sphere will align themselves parallel

to each other, and

Fj = (12c)

F. , however, is an extremely complicated function and cannot

be easily evaluated. In this derivation it is assumed

that F
3
= 0.

The total internal force can now be computed from

equations (11), (12a), (12b), and (12c).

F = 4rr& - 4rrP + ^tfrP

3

According to equation (8), D = 4 fi'6 = E + 4-TTP. It follows

that the internal field acting on a particle of unit charge is

F = E + iWP (13)

3

The assumptions which are made in the derivation of

F in the previous paragraphs are quite large and must be

considered when discussing the validity of equation (13)

as an expression of the internal field. The ambiguity

in the value of the Fj term introduces a factor which can

lead to erroneous results when the theory is applied exper-

imentally. Since it has been found that F
3
= for molecules

which move totally independent of each other, as in the

case of gases, applications of the internal field as defined

above must be limited to gases and to dilute solutions

where little molecular interaction takes place. Debye

realizes this in his treatise:
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i

The only possible way to avoid this difficulty
seems to be not to consider . . . the ordinary
measurements on liquids of comparatively high
density, where the mutual interaction of the
molecules is important, but to base the calculation
on measurements of gases and perhaps diluted solutions,
the molecules being mostly far enough apart so that
their interaction may be neglected.^

Polarization, defined as dipole moment per unit volume,

is a complex term and must be viewed more specifically in

dipole moment theory. There are two different types of

polarization, that due to the induction effect, and that

due to the orientation effect. In a molecule where both

effects are present, the total polarization P is equal to

the sum of the polarization due to induction P^and the

polarization due to orientation P .

P = P4+ Po (1*0

The induction effect is seen in every molecule which is

placed in an electric field. Dipoles are always induced

in a molecule under the influence of an electric field,

regardless of whether or not the molecule contains a permanent

dipole. The electric field causes a separation of positive

and negative charges. An additional orientation effect

contributes to the polarization of molecules which are

permanent dipoles. This orientation polarization is due to

the fact that an electric field tends to align permanent

dipoles in the direction of the field. It is evident that

the P term is dependent on temperature; random motion of the
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molecular dipoles will tend to oppose their alignment

with the field o Since an increase in temperature results

in an increased thermal motion and a greater randomness

among the molecules, temperature and orientation polari-

zation are inversely related.

Molecules exhibiting orientation effects are those

which are permanent dipoles and which have permanent dipole

moments; they are polar molecules. Since both induction and

orientation effects are important in the total polarization

for such molecules, both must be mathematically represented

in dipole moment theory.

The mathematics of induction polarization was eluci-

dated by . F. Mosotti in 1850 and repeated by Debye in

"Polar Molecules". To determine P the magnitude of the

dipole moment irf induced in a molecule by an electric

field must be considered. The average moment for one molecule

is assumed to be proportional to the electric field F

at the sight of the molecule, an assumption which Debye

justifies by saying that it is "supported by experiment. "-'

m = <*F (15)

oc is called "polarizability ," the induced moment per unit

field strength. Assuming that n is the number of molecules

in 1 cc. and remembering that P is defined as dipole moment

per unit volume (1 cc),

p = nm = n«x.F = n«=<(E + ijfrP) (16)
3
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According to equation (8) D = E + 4fTP and D ,_< . If the
E

P term is eliminated between equation (8) and (16), the

dielectric constant 6 expressed in terms of «•< , the molecular

polarizability can be found.

s - 1 = ^TThc* (1?)
e + 2 3

Equation 17 is known as the Clausius-Mosotti relation. It is

more completely derived in Appendix II.

Considering erf. as a constant, according to equation

(17), € - 1 is proportional to n and thus to the density.
e+ 2

If equation (17) is multiplied on both sides by molar volume,

the quotient of molecular weight M and density p, it

becomes

e - 1 M = *Hr«*. nM = ^TTNo<> (18)
€+ 2 e 3 f 3

where N is Avogadro's Constant.

Debye defines ^W"N<?C = {p, the molar polarization.
3

(^differs from P in that (? has the dimensions of volume

whereas P is the dipole moment per unit volume. <P, in fact,

could be called molar polarizability.

So far, @ expresses only the polarization due to the

induction effect. Debye, in his treatise, also derives

the term due to the orientation effect. In the absence of an

applied field, the orientation in space of a dipole with

reference to a fixed direction will be random and
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the dipole will assume all possible orientations over a

period of time. The presence of an electric field, however,

causes the dipole to align preferentially in the direction

of the field. Assume that the dipole moment makes an

angle <S> with a field of strength F, The potential energy

of the dipole, affected by thermal motion, will be

U =-/<F cos©

If a solid angle 6J in the direction of the dipole moment

is considered, the number of molecules oriented within the

angle O) in the presence of a field F can be determined

by the Boltzmann equation (see Figure 6).

A exp { zU_)doJ = A exp U F cosg> )da) (20)
kT kT

where A is a constant depending upon the number of molecules

under observation and k is the Boltzmann constant. Since

a continuously varying function is being studied, the

average value of the dipole moment in the direction of the

field of 1 molecule can be found from equation (21) .

X

J
. fte da)

which upon evaluation yields

m = _f^F (22)
3kT

The /4 cos s term in equation (21) is due to the fact that
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Figure 6, Diagram
for Space Orien--
tation of Dipoles

a specific molecule aligned in the direction of du has a

component A'cos© in the direction of the field. Substituting

this value of m which is based on orientation polarization

into equation (15) i the effect of both orientation and

induction polarization can be shown,

m = (*< + <£ ) F (23)
c 3kT

and using the new value of

<< = (oc + j£ ) , {2k)
° 3kT

known as Langevin-Debye equation, the molar polarization

CP can be reevaluated to include both effects.

Q = € - 1 M = ktr_ N (o< + _/£^ ) (25)
€. + 2 p 3 3kT

The only term in equation (25) which is ambiguous is
-

the term «* , having to do with the induction effect ,* 4TT N<^
(

3
can be considered to result from the distortion of

the molecule brought about by the presence of an externally

applied field. It has been previously mentioned that one

effect of the field on the molecule is that of the dis-

placement of electrons from their average positions within
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the rigid framework of the molecule. This effect can be

called the mean molecular electronic polarizability,^.

In addition, another component of the term <x is ot , the mean

molecular vibrational or atomic polarizability . The <=<^term

is due to a distortion of bond lengths and angles, or a

distortion of the vibrational motions in the molecule,

because of the external electric field.

o< , then, is the sum of two components <*,+«*-_ so that

equation (25) can be expressed

CD = g - 1 M = fHTN ( <<„ +<*„ + _±£ ) (26)^ £+ 2 q 3 3kT

In experimental applications equation (26), developed

by Debye, can be used to determine whether or not a molecule

is polar and ultimately its permanent dipole moment. This

can be done by measuring dielectric constant and density and

plotting (P against l/T. Equation (26) : can be expressed

in terms of (? = a + b/T where the intercept a = 4-fTN (o< +ot v )

3
and the slope b = kjt N/i

1
, A graph of (p vs. l/T

9k
should thus give a straight line plot and can be used

to determine the polarity of molecules. Debye used the

resulting plot to distinguish polar and non-polar molecules.

In Figure 7 non-polar molecules form a horizontal line

parallel with the x axis (they are non-dependent on temperature),

whereas polar molecules illustrate T-dependence. Early

application of - the Debye theory can be seen in Figure 8,
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Figure 7.
J9 vs. T.
Curves for
Polar and
Non-polar
Molecules

f

b /V™ ?ok>

zj*y Figure 8. >
& vs. T. ^
Curves for
Hydrogen
Halides id

'Ccz -cc3 -CcH 'Oor

in which the polarity of HC1, HBr, and HI is studied.

In the previous discussion, the determination of dipole

moments is limited to gases alone. Debye also extends his

theory to make it possible for dilute solutions of polar mole-

cules in non-polar solutes to be studied. It is important to

remember that because of the limitations placed on Debye

theory by his definition of F, the internal electric field,

only gases and very dilute solutions can be studied by

direct application of his theory.

In his study of solutions, Debye applied the Clausius-

Mosotti equation to solutions by utilizing the concept of mole

fraction and by considering the molar polarization G* of

both solvent and solute. He reasoned that

G> = x,6? + x z
6> (27)

where X denotes mole fraction and subscripts 1 and 2 refer

to the solvent and the solute respectively. Assuming this

relation to be true, he then applied it to the Clausius-

Mosotti equation:
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g- 1 M,Xt+ M t X a = X,6> + XjP= (?
6+ 2 ^

£p = f+JtN K,+<>jJ

<£ = ^HTN (_/fJ + *C +«*e2 )
*

3 3kT

(28)

(29)

(30)

(j\ differs from (Pz in that it is for a-non-polar solvent,

and subsequently the term containing the permanent dipole

moment A*, disappears in an expression for CP, .

Q, can be calculated by assuming that for dilute solutions

its value is approximately that of U; , the molar polari-

zation for the pure solvent. It follows from equation (18) that

q * o - x,c>r

Debye used this method in his original study and found that

(3^ varied with concentration. This can be seen in Figure 9«

Figure 9» ^'

Polarization-
Concentration
Curve for
Nitrobenzene

Even though O^ does change with concentration, such a graph

can be used for determination of G{ at infinite dilution
z.

where X= zero solute mole fraction. In this manner a value for

(p can be found in which the molecules are free from the
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effects of intermolecular interactions.

Mathematically, this is represented by

(9°= lim & - X.CR*
^i. xjo xt (31)

Equation (30) then becomes

/O = ZftfN (_^ + «*-„ + <*e )

3kT
(32)

where//, v-°i and e refer to the solute at infinite dilution

in a given solvent.

In order to calculate /t from the known value of

CP° t the induction effect ( 61„ + (?*, ) must be separated

from the orientation effeet uic which contains the/^ term.

Graphical analysis of 6^ using a linear plot of 6^ vs. l/T

is not effective in working with solutions, presumably due

to the solute-solvent interactions which seem to be tem-

perature dependent. According to Debye "departures from the

linear relation connecting P and l/T may be expected for

lower temperatures or higher densities as soon as the mutual

interaction of the molecules becomes of practical importance

For this reason a second method of measuring polarity

is discussed in "Polar Molecules." Debye makes use of the

well-known relationship of € as a function of frequency.

This frequency dependence is illustrated qualitatively

in Figure 10. As the frequency increases in the region of

„6





£-\Uio-frCj*wC1 micros*.* IK. Vii.hle. U\J

Figure 10. Frequency Dependance of €•

B, the field is alternating so quickly that the orientation

effect due to alignment of the permanent dipoles with the

field no longer exists; there is not enough time for the

dipoles to orient with the rapidly alternating field.

Consequently

/p = €*- 1 M = km U
t
,+ «Q (33)^ €*+ 2 f 3

where €„ is the dielectric constant in frequency range B.

Similarly in region C only the components due to the

induced shift in the electrons of the molecule remain. A

similar shift is induced by the electric field of a light

wave and results in the molar refraction equation

R = jn*- 1 . M (3*0
/i*+ 2 f

where R is the molar refraction and n the refractive index.

This equation is obviously analogous to equation 18 and

at the frequencies of region C

€ = n
z

(35)

It has been found that the molar refraction for the
a

yellow sodium D line (wavelength = 5893 A) can be

7
effectively used to determine 6^ . Thus

n/- 1 M = km

,

= (p
ft + 2 e -3~*e ^ (36)
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In solutions u>^ for the pure solvent can be used in place of

Q , the value for the solution, as long as (^ «(^. If

this is not the case, refraction indices for solutions

should be measured and extrapolated to infinite dilution

as in equation (3l)«

The 6^v term is very difficult to calculate. In

molecules where a reasonable value for the atomic polarizability

has been determined, the value is "usually less than
Q

15$ of Ue a^d is sometimes no more than 3%," Often a

somewhat arbitrary value such as %G^ or 10$ (£ is assigned

to 6^ . In this study it seems reasonable to avoid such an

arbitrary assignment by assuming that 0$= 0. Since

the value of Q; appears to be extremely small, no appreciable

error will be introduced by this assumption unless the

1 R
calculated moment is 1.0 x 10~ 10 D or less.

For the solution case, then, the Debye equation is

Jl.-iL = G*-(? -£» (?'* (37)
3 3kT z

/* = 0.0128130 x lO"
1 !^" (37a)

In the numerical evaluation T is in degrees Kelvin, and the

2 "\

values for the constants are N = 6.02252 x 10 ^molecules /

-l6
mole, k = 1.3805^ x 10 erg / degree Kelvin, and Tf=

3.1*44 59. The /W-thus found, where G^ is evaluated from

equation (31) and u^ from equation (36), is expressed in

Debye units.
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VARIATIONS ON DEBYE THEORY:
Determination of Dipole Moment of Solutions

Although it is possible from the Debye equation to

determine dipole moments as discussed above by extrapolating

to Xt= and thus to infinite dilution, this procedure

is not satisfactory due to the inherent error in the

extrapolation. Two problems occur in this area: first, the

extrapolation is not entirely accurate because of the curvi-

linear nature of the curves (see Figure 9); secondly,

as the values for X
t get smaller and smaller, the possibility

for error increases tremendously.

Two of the methods of calculating dipole moments which

attempt to eliminate these errors are the Hedestrand and

the Halverstadt-Kumler methods. In the Hedestrand method 10

the assumption is made that the dielectric constant e. and

the density ^) of the solution are linearly dependent upon

the mole fraction of solute X,so that:

£ = e,(l + <xxj

/ , x
(38)

e
=
e (1 + $*J

Using the Clausius-Mosotti relation [equation (17)1 and

the Debye application to solutions, Hedestrand developed

the following equation:

6>° = A • (M
2 -fy?,M ) + p-ce, (39)

?•

where A = £,- 1 . 1 B = 31

The Hedestrand method can also be used if the solution is
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expressed in terms of concentration, c (moles / liter) rather

than in terms of mole fraction. In this instance

e = €,(i +u't)

p + £(l +e'c)

and the equation for C^ becomes

6>J = A(Ma - loooe'p.) + c^'e, (4o)

where ,_ M>
, . a '_ M. R C = 3000 %

<* " 1000<£, * v 1000^, * W
(6,+ 2)

The constants <^6, and 6e, (or^e.and $<=, in terms of concen-

tration can be easily evaluated by computing

according to equation (38). For a more complete mathematical

derivation, see Appendix IV.

A more recent variation in the Hedestrand method, first

presented by Halverstadt and Kumler, * takes into account a

possible solvent polarization error which is overlooked in

the Hedestrand method. This is an error resulting "if it is

not realized that the dielectric constant of the solvent

in the solution sometimes differs considerably from the

11
measured constant of the pure solvent." Such an error can

be due to the methods of handling, in which solutions are

usually exposed longer to the air and consequently absorb

more moisture than the solvent. Another component
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of the solvent polarization error is due to the

computation . € , the solvent measurement is made only

once, whereas £ for the solution is usually computed for

different concentrations. The one value of €, is weighted

more heavily that the € values (see equation 38)

•

Halverstadt and Kumler make a simple adjustment in the

Hedestrand method to eliminate the solvent polarization

error. They obtain values of <*€, and 0€, by plotting Xz vs.

€ and X^vs.^ respectively and using a least mean squares

evaluation to obtain a straight line equation. The intercepts

give the values of €, and p ;
and the slopes are the

values for <*£, and 8e, • The difference in the two methods

lies in the fact that Hedestrand calculates the values for

«st6, and 06, experimentally while Halverstadt and Kumler obtain

these values by straight line plots.

This method of calculating Q is advantageous in that

the extrapolations involve linear plots. The values of *<t$

and Otf, are calculated by extrapolation of the curves based on

the solutions so that the €, value obtained will not contain

an error due to a difference between the measured value of

€, for the pure solvent and the actual value of «,in the

solution. If the solutions have absorbed water during their

preparation, a discrepancy will be seen in the values of

*<£, calculated in the Hedestrand manner as opposed to that

obtained by the Halverstadt-Kumler method. If a contaminant
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such as water, with a high dielectric constant, has been

introduced, the V value will be too high, and the

subsequent value for A will also be too high.

One of the experimental problems in the Hedestrand

and Halverstadt-Kumler methods is that the measurement of

solution densities, a tedious chore, must be carried out

with great accuracy. Guggenheim eliminates this problem

12
in his method but at the expense of requiring an equally

13
accurate refractive index measurement. According to the

Guggenheim method, £ - n*"is plotted against the concentration

c in moles / cc of the solution, and the slope is equal to

(6,+ 2) (nt+ 2) . 4J2N J±: (^D
3 3 '3kT

in which every quantity other than /< is known or can be

measured. (A clear derivation can be found in the original

12
article.) The Guggenheim procedure seems to be quantita-

tively similar to the Halverstadt-Kumler method in that

both methods yield approximately equivalent results, (Table

13
1) . Which alternative is used must depend upon the

equipment available and the accuracy possible in refractive

index and density measurements.

Table 1 Electric moments of dibasic acids

Compound Gugg. H&K

Oxalic acid 2.66 2.71
Malonic acid 2.56 2.62
Succinic acid 2.08 2.11
Glutaric acid 2.^4-7 2.50
Adipic acid 2.30 2.36
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The above theories for determining dipole moments for

dilute solutions are merely variations on the basic Debye

theory as earlier discussed. These theories all depend upon

the same assumptions concerning the internal field F acting

upon a permanent dipole. Debye, using the

Mosotti theory of the internal field, assumed that the

field F- is constant and can be obtained by taking the

"time average of the field at a molecule due to all charges

outside this molecule." Onsager improves upon the Mosotti

internal field theory by allowing for the relationship of the

molecule to its environment. -^According to Onsager, the

internal field can be calculated as a function of O , the

orientation angle which the dipole moment makes with the

field direction. When the environment of the polar molecule

is considered, the local field theoretically can be found by

holding the dipole at a constant angle & and averaging over

the thermal motions of the surrounding molecules, then repeating

this procedure for all possible values of <5. It is important

to note that in the Onsager theory the thermal motions of

neighboring molecules are accounted for as well as the

thermal motion of the reference molecule. Onsager also

corrects for the fact that an isolated molecule will have

a dipole moment which is slightly different from the

apparent A< of a molecule immersed in a liquid.
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The equation which Onsager developed, using his own

definition of an internal field, is one in which the dipole

moment can be obtained for pure polar liquids,

4fTN j±_ _ ( 2€ +£«>)(€+ 2 ) / € - 1 _ g^- 1 ) M 1^2)
3 * 3kT 3e (e~ + 2) '

V G + 2 €*,+ 2 (°

= ( £ -r>o)(2€+"S) M
C(n*+ 2)* * e

where n* is used as the value ofe„. Tests of this equation

by comparing the values of M with those obtained from measure-

ments on /-<? of gases- indicate that it is accurate for pure

polar liquids which do not show any abnormal interaction

such as hydrogen bonding or complex formation. 33

INSTRUMENTATION

In this project methods of obtaining dipole moments

for solutions and for pure liquids are studied. In order to

obtain experimental values for dipole moment according to

the theory previously discussed, dielectric constants, re-

fractive indices, and densities must be measured.

Measurement of Dielectric Constant

The measurement of dielectric constant is based on the

effect of a dielectric material on the capacitance of an

evacuated cell as given in equation (b), C - «6C , where G

is the capacitance of the evacuated cell. It is necessary to

be able to measure the change in capacitance aC brought

about by introducing a dielectric material between the

plates of the capacitor. As discussed previously, the
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value of AC is always positive; <= is by definition equal to

1 when the cell is evacuated and greater than one for a

dielectric.

Two different circuits were constructed to measure

AC, from which the dielectric constant can be calculated,

a circuit involving the principle of resonance and a

heterodyne beat circuit. The resonance circuit, first

developed by Henriquez and modified by Alexander, is

1 6
illustrated below as presented in Bender.

Crysfii(-«=3

Figure 11. Resonance circuit for measurement

Resistors

R = 150,000 A Ci = .001 m*
p C2 = .01 fi*-f

R = 38,000 JX.

Capacitors Tubes, etc.

6E5 tube
2.5 mh r.f. choke

C D = 11 .5-160/*/*^ 2.60^ meg crystal
L^ = 5° turns on 1" form

with #26 wire
variable
precision
air capac

.

Cr = 50 (*t*f

coarse
tuning capac.

C c = dielectric
constant cell

250V was applied to the cirduit from an external
power source.
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This method involves the use of a quartz crystal, which has

a characteristic vibrational frequency, and an electron-

ray tube, the 6E5 tube. The electron-ray tube serves

simultaneously as an oscillator and a resonance detector.

The circuit pictured in Figure 11 essentially consists

of two parts, the plate circuit and the grid circuit; it is

known as a tuned-plate - tuned grid oscillator. The natural

frequency of the grid circuit is constant due to the crystal,

which will only vibrate at one frequency and offers a high

impedance to alternating currents of different frequencies.

Thus oscillation in the circuit can only take place if the

frequency of the alternating current in the plate circuit

is equal to that in the grid circuit. The grid and plate

circuits are coupled (energy is transferred between the two)

through the plate-grid capacitance in the tube. The plate

and grid of the tube together act as a fixed capacitor.

Alternating current of medium to high frequency can pass through

easily, encountering little impedance, whereas this "capacitor"

has a high impedance for direct current.

Because of the coupling in the 6E5 tube when in a

tuned plate - tuned grid circuit, alternating current can

pass freely between the plate and grid circuits. However,

due to the presence of the crystal, this oscillation can only

take place at the frequency of the crystal. The frequency
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of the oscillation in the plate circuit thus determines

whether or not oscillation will occur throughout the

entire circuit.

When the condition of resonance is reached,

f = 1

2iWlC W)
where f is the frequency in cycles / second, L is the

inductance in henries, and C is the capacitance in farads.

Most resonance circuits have a relatively high impedance

to frequencies other than the resonant frequency so that only

the resonant frequency f is of interest in this discussion.

If either L or C are changed, the resonant frequency will

change. Since in the circuit described in Figure 11, the

inductance is constant, a change in capacitance will control

the resonant frequency in the plate circuit. Thus since

the total capacitance of capacitors connected in parallel

equals the sum of the individual capacitances, either the

precision variable capacitor G
p

or the coarse variable

capacitor C e can be adjusted, with a corresponding change

in total capacitance, until oscillation occurs at the

frequency of the crystal.

The electron ray tube in the circuit not only serves

as an oscillator but as a detector. The target electrode,

connected to the plate in this tube, is coated with a

fluorescent material and is maintained at a potential positive
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with respect to the cathode. Thus electrons flow from the

cathode to the more positive target and produce a fluores-

cent glow when they strike the target. The flow of electrons

to the target is controlled in the electron ray tube by a

ray-control electrode. When this electrode is less positive

than the target, electrons flowing towards the target are

repelled and cannot pass beyond the control electrode to

the target. In the area of the target which is not reached

by electrons, no fluorescence is observed, and a shadow

appears; characteristically this shadow is in the form of

an angle which varies between and 100 depending upon how

negative the control is with respect to the target »( see Figure

12).

Figure 12.
Electron ray
tube.

open closed

The full potential from the power supply is applied

between the cathode and the target. When the circuit is not

in oscillation, the potential of the plate and of the attached

ray-control electrode will be less than that of the cathode

because of the IR drop across the resistor R
p

. The ray-control

electrode will be negative with respect to the target and a

o
large shadow area will appear. The angle will be 100 or

"wide open."

The 6E5 electron ray tube is a triode tube. The grid
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controls the flow of electrons from the cathode to the plate.

When there is no oscillation in the circuit, the grid and

the cathode are at practically the same potential. There

is a current flow in the plate circuit which is limited only

by the resistance of resistor Rp. As soon as oscillation

begins in the circuit, the grid is exposed to an alternating

current. During one half of the alternating cycle, the

grid is positive with respect to the cathode and will

attract electrons from it. Resistor R
g

in the circuit,

placed in the only path by which electrons can return to the

cathode, increases the difficulty of return. A number of

electrons are trapped on the grid in this manner and give it

a negative bias with respect to the cathode. During most of

the alternating cycle, the grid maintains a negative bias,

and there will be little d.c. current between the cathode

and the plate. In a portion of the cycle, however, the

alternating potential on the grid is high enough to give the

grid a more positive bias so that electron flow will take

place from the cathode to the plate. Such a flow represents

a d.c. current with a small alternating current component

superimposed on it. The d.c. current produced in this

manner is quite small, smaller than that which occurs when

there is no oscillation.

The amount of d.c. current flowing in the circuit is
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thus an indicator of whether or not oscillation has set in.

If the capacitor in the plate tuning circuit is tuned from

low capacity through the resonance point where oscillation

sets in, a capacitance-current curve such as Figure 13

16
will be obtained.

Figure 13. Variation in
triode plate current
as the plate tuning
circuit LC is tuned
through resonance

Si, £1 Si SI 6c 6/ U <*3 (,t
Precision Gpu..'pr £&u4i'/u

The reduction of current in the circuit due to

oscillation causes a redistribution of the plate circuit

potential. The effective resistance of the cathode to plate

unit rises with a corresponding increase in the potential

drop between the two. The potential of the ray-control

electrode also rises with respect to the cathode, and it be-

comes less negative with respect to the target. The shadow

angle will decrease until at the resonant point it is almost

zero. When resonance has been passed, the shadow angle will

suddenly widen out as oscillation in the circuit abruptly stops.

The actual measurement of dielectric constant

using the resonance circuit is quite simple. The

circuit is tuned to resonance with an empty cell, and

then retuned to resonance when the cell is filled
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with a dielectric material, the difference dC being

read from the adjustment of the precision capacitor

necessary to retune the circuit. It is important to note

that after the first tuning to resonance with the empty cell,

only the precision variable capacitor can be used to retune

the circuit; otherwise an exact measure of the capacitance

increment due to the dielectric would be impossible.

The heterodyne beat circuit, originally described by
A ry a O

Ghien and reproduced by Smith, is, pictured schematically

17
in Figure l>a and in detail in Figure 14b.

-To

Figure 14a.
Schematic of

(**.U<ifc
If-fJ

Hpf.prnriynp Rpat
V/!ft/rttfi-e

Oiciu/fioe-

-f
.

Circuit" ce<-l
-<t> f t 1

Two radio frequency signals f and f are fed into a mixer so

that the output is the difference between the two, }f - f
|

,

or the beat frequency. The signal f is generated by a fixed

frequency oscillator, f by a variable oscillator.

The fixed frequency oscillator is controlled by a

quartz crystal in the circuit; as mentioned in the resonance

section, the crystal will only vibrate at one frequency,

characteristic of the structure and cut of the crystal.

The ammeter in the circuit is used to indicate tuning of

the oscillator. At full capacity the plate current is off

scale. As the capacity is decreased by adjusting capacitor

C, , Ct , the current decreases to around 1.5 milliamperes,
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Specifics of Heterodyne Beat Circuit

Capacitors

C
t , C* = 200w? U~gang variable

C 3 , C + , C,„ q= .1 /<^00 V
C^, C^= 0-30 ^/-.^air trimmer
Cn = 650 /-v/^^i—gang variable
C f

= 50 A/^variable
0,= 5100 MM-f

C,o> C,t = .01 /-^^OO volt
c„ = 10*^50 V
C/i= 2000 av^
C,f= .25/-.^ 600 V
C^ 4a«/ ^50 V electrolytic
C*« 10^150 V electrolytic
C/f

= 300 *</</

Resistors

R„=
R/c

»

R3r
Rf=
R,'=

R*.
R7

»

R,-
R» =
Ru=
R/y-

R«=
R/r~

Rjo=

Rji =
R»=
R^=
R*=

19600 oA/n

.^7 megohm
Rn , R,f= .^7 megohm
R? = 47, 000 ohm
^70 ohm
7000 ohm 1 watt
R,3
= 15,000 ohm

R«= 50,000 ohm C£, %****)

2^,000 ohm 1 watt
.1 megohm \ watt
15* ohm
75,000 ohm 1 watt
24,000 ohm
2000 ohm
51,100 ohm
0.5 megohm potentiometer
1 megohm
5.11 megohm
31,600 ohm 1 watt

Note: All resistors are \ watt unless otherwise specified.

Miscellaneous

V = 6SJ7
V = 6D8G
V = 6SA7
V = 6J5
V = 6E5
X = 2.00 meg. crystal
M = 0-5 ma. meter
(Heath Model EUW-18 Lab
Meter with 5 ma shunt)
J = oscilloscope lead
P = socket for coaxial wire connector to dielectric cell
P = socket for coaxial wire connector to external precision
capacitor
(The precision capacitor was a variable air capacitor with a
range of 11.5 - 160 Muf ,)

Coil A = #26 wire wound to a length of 7/8 " on a 1 3/8 " form
Coil B = #26 wire wound to a length of 1" on a 1 3/8 " form
Power Supply = Heath Model EUW-15 Universal Power Supply
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at which point the oscillator is tuned to resonance, and

oscillation has set in. If the capacity is further reduced,

the current will again rise; at 3 ma the oscillator is

tuned slightly off resonance and is in a position of

maximum stability. The variable frequency oscillator, des-

cribed by Chien as "an unusual type, but ... possessing

17
stability and simplicity of construction," ' is constructed

using a 6A8 type pentagrid converter tube. A detailed

discussion of the electronic theory in this oscillator can

17
be found m Chien.

The two oscillators are fed into grids 1 and 3 of a

6SA7 mixer tube, which heterodynes the two signals, producing

as an output the difference between the two, )f - fJ . This

beat frequency signal is then amplified by the 6J5 tube and

fed into the grid circuit of the 6E5 tube, which acts as

a detector. When there is no signal on the grid, the eye or

shadow angle of the electron ray tube will be wide open;

the plate current will be high, and the potential of both the

plate and control electrode will be low due to the drop across

R , a one megohm resistor. Upon receipt of a signal, the

shadow angle decreases, as described in the resonance

method section. When a large beat frequency is received by

the 6E5 tube, the eye appears blurred. However, when

the beat frequency decreases to a level below the persistence

period of vision, a periodic blinking can be seen.
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The beat frequency can also be detected by connecting

a cathode ray oscilloscope to the output of the amplifier

tube or by using earphones. When the beat frequency is small,

it will be in the audible range, frequencies of 15 to 15000

cps. The earphones are advantageous in that it is easy to

tell by the pitch of the sound whether the capacitance change

results in a movement away from or towards the zero beat point.

Regardless of the method of detection, the dielectric

constant is measured using the heterodyne beat method by setting

zero beat as a reference point with the empty cell; the

cell is then filled with a dielectric material, and the

zero beat is found again, the value for AC being the necessary

adjustment of the precision capacitor.

One of the main advantages of this particular heterodyne

beat circuit is that the phenomenon of " locking- in',' usually

seen in circuits of this nature, is avoided. When f and f

are nearly equal, usually the more stable oscillator exerts

a synchronizing effect over the less stable one so that the '

two oscillators in this range will be locked in step or at

the same frequency. A sharp zero beat setting cannot be ob-

served, and thus the accuracy of the measurement is seriously

reduced. In this circuit, however, beat frequencies down to

17
one beat per second can be observed. '

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

The experimental section is devoted to discussion regarding
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the actual implementation of resonance and heterodyne beat

circuits as well as to the methods of measurement of density

and refractive index.

An instrument was constructed which consists of both

the heterodyne beat and resonance circuits, connected by a

common precision capacitor. A switch is provided so that the

precision capacitor can be switched easily from one circuit

to the other. Details of the circuitry including values of

the resistors, capacitors, and inductors involved can be

seen in Figures 11 and 1^-b.

Construction of the resonance circuit was relatively

easy. The only major problem which occurred was that of the

ground connection in the LC unit of the plate circuit (enclosed

in parentheses in Figure 11). In looking at the schematic

of the circuit (Figure 11), there seems to be a direct short

from the positive connection to the grounded side of the

LC unit. The instrument which I constructed omits this lead

and is functional. After correspondence with Dr. Paul Bender,

author of one of the original articles suggesting this cir-

cuitry 1
, it is obvious that the problem lies within the

power supply rather than in the resonance circuit itself.

Dr. Bender pointed out that the ground connection in the

resonance circuit LC unit is a positive ground. The circuit

described can be used only with a modified power supply in
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which the negative side is not grounded; otherwise a direct

power supply short will result. The power source used in

this study is a Heath Model EUW-15 Universal Power Supply

wired as a voltage doubler rectifier. The negative side of

this supply is grounded, with the -d.c. lead running to the

center tap of the power transformer, which is grounded to

the chassis. Thus the LG ground lead must be omitted in

the resonance circuit described by Bender when using this

type of power source. As Dr. Bender notes, however, when

a normal power supply is used and the ground lead in the

LC unit omitted, a shock hazard exists due to the fact that

the LC unit is at a positive potential,, Care must be taken

when working with the circuit as it is now set up.

The heterodyne beat circuit, necessarily more complicated

than the resonance circuit, presented a greater problem in

implementation. It is important to note (and easy to overlook

in the circuit diagram) that both the variable and fixed fre-

quency oscillators as well as their leads into the mixer

tube must be carefully shielded . The purpose of this shielding

is to prevent stray radio frequency signals within the cir-

cuit. Such stray signals can be picked up by the sensitive

detector and will interfere with the location of the zero

beat reference point. In my instrument adequate shielding is

provided by enclosing the circuits in grounded aluminum
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chassis units. All connections from these boxes to the

cell and to the chassis containing mixer, amplifier, and

detector tubes are made with coaxial cable. The leads from

the outer surface of the mixer chassis to grids 1 and 3 of

the mixer tube are sub-miniature coaxial cables so that

both the fixed and the variable oscillator signals are

shielded up until the point at which they enter the mixer

tube.

Since both the resonance and heterodyne beat circuits

are designed to measure a change in capacitance, one of the

largest problems is that of stray capacitance. A capacitor

consists of two metal plates separated by a specific dis-

tance. It is easy to see that any two wires in a circuit

can act as a capacitor and thus contribute to the stray

capacitance. For this reason all leads within both circuits

were kept as short as possible. The use of coaxial cable,

which consists of an inner wire, used to carry the signal,

surrounded by an outer sheath of grounded wire used to

shield the signal, can also introduce stray capacitance, with

the inner and outer wires acting as a capacitor. The stray

capacitance introduced by the coaxial cable in the heterodyne

beat circuit, however, is negligible and is certainly not

great enough to outweigh the shielding of the radiofrequency

signals.
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Several sources recommend construction of a dielectric

constant cell by using a variable capacitor of around $0 t*Mf

3^» 20
which has had several of the plates removed. It was

found, however, that it is unnecessary to build a cell for

ordinary measurement. Instead a conductivity cell designed to

contain can be used. The conductivity cell has platinum

plates separated by approximately 1.5 cm., with only 7-8

ml. of the dielectric material required to completely cover

them. Both plates are connected to mercury "leads" which are

then connected in parallel by platinum wires to the precision

capacitor (see Figure 15) • Disadvantages of this arrange-

ment result mainly from the possibilities of stray capacitance

Figure 15* A conductivity cell
used as a dielectric constant
cell.

Ht

$3

planum iecJ j°

pla-fe

and inductance; the platinum leads are separated by approxi-

mately 3 cm. at the points of their exit from the cell, and

they can thus act as a capacitor. Another problem with this

type of cell is that it cannot be placed in a fixed position.

It must be emptied from the top after every measurement and

must therefore be movable. It is difficult to return the
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cell to the exact same position after each measurement, and

the lead capacitance from the cell will be slightly different

for each reading. For normal use the advantages of having

a readily available, ^inexpensive cell which has a low

capacitance when empty (on the order of 7 puti * seem to

outweigh these disadvantages.

The construction of the heterodyne beat circuit,

because of its complexity, is time-consuming but can be

done by an amateur with the help of sources like the

21
Radio Amateur's Handbook. ' Troubleshooting the finished

product presents an even greater problem and cal]s for a

knowledge of electronics, as well as familiarity with

the particular circuit involved. For this reason I have

prepared a troubleshooting chart as well as a set of

instructions for operation based on my experiences with

the Chien heterodyne circuit. These are given in Appendices

V and VI.

The actual method of detection of zero beat in

my circuit is a Techtronix 515A oscilloscope. It is

important to note that the scope used must be able to chart

the flow of electrons in both radio and intermediate frequency

ranges to be useful as a tuning device. Through the use

of the Techtronix 51 5A scope, it is possible to heterodyne

the variable and fixed signals to approximately zero beat,

which appears as a solid band on the screen (Figure 16)

.
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When the circuit is not adjusted to zero beat, the beat

frequency can be read by calculating the frequency of the

signal appearing on the scope. As the capacitance in the

variable frequency oscillator circuit is adjusted, the

sinusoidal curve on the scope (tracing the beat frequency)

gradually becomes more extended due to decreasing beat

frequency. On the other side of the solid band indicating

zero beai» the sinusoidal curves reappear . (Figures 16-20).

In the circuit which I constructed the electron ray

tube does not seem to be effective as a detector. A blur

can be seen in the eye when the circuit is not at zero

beat, but the periodic blinking described by Chien near

zero beat is not present. This is probably due to the fact

that with the precision capacitor used in the present circuit,

the smallest capacitance increments which can be added are

so large that the beat frequency passes from beyond the

persistence period of vision to very near the zero beat point.

The accuracy of the heterodyne beat circuit depends upon

how reproducible the zero beat setting is and upon the

accuracy of the calibration of the precision capacitor. In

my instrument the zero beat setting is accompanied by a

"dead-band" in the capacitor; there is a range of capacitance

settings at which the oscilloscope shows continually a zero

beat. The dead-band range varies depending upon whether
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or not the capacitor is more nearly closed or open. When

the capacitor is almost closed, the dead-band decreases.

This decrease in the dead-band in the areas of higher ca-

pacitance is probably due to the nature of a variable capac-

itor. When it is full ;
open, a slight turn will mesh the

plates only slightly, with a small increase in capacitance.

When the capacitor is more fully closed, however, the

plates are almost completely meshed and the resulting

capacitance change for a slight adjustment will be higher.

In any case, the average of the maximum and minimum readings

of the dead-band region is taken to be the value of the

zero beat frequency. Examples of the dead-band can be seen

in Table 2

.

Table 2 Selected dead-band readings on the precision
capacitor

.ding # % Capac itor Absolute Dead-band
is closed readings
(approximate) at beat

1 12 23.900—23.600 .300
2 43 22.320 - 22.286 .130

3 68 15.^65- 15.354 .111
4 80 9.574- 9.522 .052

5 88 5.358- 5.340 .018

Note: Absolute readings decrease as the capacitor is closed.
The first significant figure in readings #1,2, and 3 was not
actually read on the vernier, but is used to distinguish
between complete rotations as will be explained later.

There is a plausible explanation for the dead-band

region: the circuit which I constructed using the
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Techtronix 515A scope as a detector is incapable of

measuring the extremely small capacitance increments which

are added over the region of the deadband. In this case,

the total capacitance increment over the region of the

dead-band would be the smallest increment which affects

the signal on the oscilloscope. The precision capacitor

used covers a range of 11 ,5-l60 /</wF from fully open to

fully closed. It takes approximately 6 complete rotations

of the ten- turn vernier dial (i.e. 60 turns) to measure

the full range of the capacitor. This indicates that one

turn (consisting of 1000 divisions) is equivalent to around

2.4-8 yw/K-r^with 1 division being approximately .0024-8 MM^

(assuming that the capacitance is linear). A dead-band of

25 divisions (corresponding to a difference in the two

readings of .025) will thus be equivalent to approximately

,062/K/<^or .04$ of the total capacitance. Such a

dead-band limits the accuracy of the measurement to the

third significant figure. If dielectrics are measured which

have small dielectric constants, such as benzene, the

error due to the dead-band will be greatly magnified. An

attempt to solve the problem by using a less sensitive

vernier dial will result only in disguising rather than

eliminating the dead-band. A change in circuitry is necessary

to decrease or altogether eradicate the problem.
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Calibration of the precision capacitor is another

important factor in the accuracy of both the resonance

and heterodyne beat methods. The ideal way to

calibrate the capacitor is to use another previously

calibrated precision capacitor. Since such a capacitor is

expensive and currently unavailable at Sweet Briar College,

an alternative method was attempted. A 4.25^ Mf** fixed

capacitor was used as well as a blank banana plug. Because

the capacitor covers such a large range (11.5 - l6o^/^) f

it was found that it was unnecessary to calibrate the

entire capacitor. Instead only 1 complete rotation, or

10 turns of the vernier dial, was calibrated, in the

region in which the capacitor is nearly closed (at about

75$ of the total capacitance). This region was chosen

because in this area the dead-band is fairly small.

For convenience another dial is on the capacitor, divided

into 100 divisions over the range of the entire capacitor.

The region in which the capacitor has been calibrated corr-

esponds to 78.8 - 58.9. (Due to the gear mechanism in the

precision capacitor, as the precision vernier reading increases,

the coarse vernier reading decreases. An increase in the

precision vernier and a decrease in the coarse vernier

correspond to a decrease in the total capacitance; the

capacitor is more open)

.
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The actual mechanics of the attempted calibration

are as follows:

1) The coarse capacitor is adjusted so that with the pre-
cision capacitor set at 0.000 on the vernier and 78.8 on the
reference dial, a zero beat frequency is obtained. At this
time a blank banana plug is connected to the precision
capacitor leads. (The cell is not used in the calibration).

2) The blank is replaced by the 4,254 Mf*f capacitor, and
the precision capacitor is then adjusted to give a zero
beat frequency. The ^c between the original zero beat setting
and the new one is recorded. Note that the precision capacitor
reading must decrease to compensate for the addition to the
circuit of the 4.254 MM-f capacitor.

3) The 4.25^ MH^ capacitor is removed and the blank reinserted.
The coarse capacitor is then adjusted to give a zero beat
frequency.

4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated over the desired calibration
range of the precision capacitor.

The calibration of the precision capacitor in this manner

enables a calculation of the Acapacitance per unit or

division. for each 4.254^ <tt/
: addition. The following results

were obtained:

Table 2 Calibration of the precision capacitor using
a 4. 254/^^ capacitor

leading A reading- &,

/f.A5t-fMf

m-P/division

0.742 0.742 .005733
I.636 0.894 .004758
E.544 0.908 .004685
3«508 0.964 .004412
4.511 1.003 .004241
5.570 1.059 .004016
6.710 1.130 .003764
7.920 1.210 .003515
9.255 1.335 .003686
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Assuming that the calibration of the precision capacitor

was accurate, I used these results in the calculation of

the cell constant C„ . The capacitance value for C e represents

the capacitance of the cell when it is evacuated. In order

to find C , the following relations were used:

Cx
= eC + C,. (44)

C,= C + C u (45)

The C^value stands for lead capacitance and any additional

capacitance due to circuitry. If equation (45) is subtracted

from equation (44), then

Cx — C , = € C — C

ac = (e - i) (q,)

Note that in measuring a change in capacitance, the lead

capacitance term cancels out. Thus the problem mentioned

earlier concerning the movement of the cell and subsequent

differences in lead capacitance is eliminated.

The circuit is brought to zero beat by adjusting the

coarse capacitor when the precision capacitor reads 0.000.

It follows that the actual reading on the vernier dial after

the dielectric is added and the instrument is readjusted to

zero is equivalent to the change in capacitance.

In the determination of the cell constant G , 4 organic

compounds were used, benzene, nitrobenzene, n-butanol, and

isd-propanol. 10-12 ml. of each was fractionally distilled
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on a Nester-Faust spinning band distillation column which

has on the order of 2000 theoretical plates. The distillate

in each distillation was taken off at the rate of 1 drop /

5 drops in reflux. The fractions used represent the fractions

nearest the boiling point (allowing for thermometer calibration

errors) m a 2 range.

Table 4 Fractional distillation data

21aOrganic compound Grade B.P. of fraction B.P
removed °C °C

Benzene Fisher Cert. A.G.S. 78.0 - 78.1 78.11
Iso-propanol 'Baker Analyzed' 79.0 - 80.8

Reagent
N-butanol Mallinckrodt 113.8 - 115 117.5

Anal. Reagent
Nitrobenzene "Baker Analyzed' 205 - 206 210.8

Reagent

The distillation was carried out at a pressure of approximately

1 atm.

All readings were taken when the cell was in a constant

temperature bath of 25^2. A mineral oil bath of low dielectric

constant was used in place of water, which has a high dielectic

constant and could introduce another error in the reading.

The cell was filled to the same level with each dielectric

so that the plates were fully covered. The depth of immersion

in the bath was kept constant. In addition, dielectric

substances were placed in the bath at least thirty minutes

before measurement to assure that their temperature was that

of the bath. Results of the calibration are given in Table 5.
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Table 5 Determination of the cell constant using the
4.25^ MMf fixed capacitor

Organic Compound 4 reading AC Error Due to Cell Con-
Dead-band stant

Benzene O.O85 * .005 .4385 6% .3^5
N-butanol 0.702 + .002 3.522 ,3% .2188
Iso-propanol O.738 * .012 3.697 2% .2137
Nitrobenzene 1.395 * .035 6.797 3% .2002

An obvious error, presumably in the method of calibration,

can be seen in the fact that the cell 'constant', using the

calibration method described previously, is not found to be

constant. Another variation of this particular calibration

was used, in an effort to correct for the problem. Assuming

that for each i±.2$k **(*? range the capacitance was linear,

the total change in capacitance was determined by an ex-

trapolation procedure. The change in reading due to the presence

of each organic compound as dielectric was divided into

the change in reading for each k,2^ /-v«/ addition in the

calibration, this fraction being then multiplied by ^-.25^.

In the case of nitrobenzene, the process was slightly different

because the change produced by the dielectric was greater

than the change produced by one k,Z^ /<•/-< ^ increment. For

nitrobenzene k .25k was added to the product .653 ^ .25^
7895

'

to obtain the AC for nitrobenzene. In recomputing the cell

constant the same reading for each chemical was used so

that only the method of calculation of the cell constant

differed. The C values obtained in this manner can be seen
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in Table 6.

Table 6 Calculation of the cell constant using an extrapolation
method

Compound C Cell Constant

Benzene
N-butanol
Iso-propanol
Nitrobenzene

.^873
^.025
^.231
7.361

.3837

.2500

.2446

.2177

Again the C value was not constant, leading me to believe

that there was some inherent error in the calibration. The

obvious error in the calibration is that the instrument

is not accurate to the fourth place so that it is impossible

to readjust to the zero point by adding exactly k,2^ M/^f,

Instead, approximately 4-. 25 / ^? were being added; in the

calculation of the cell constant, this lack of accuracy

in the calibration can lead to erroneous values for C^,. Another

contributing factor to the calibration error is that the

zero point readjustment was made each time by the coarse

variable capacitor. (See step 3 in the calibration description).

The coarse capacitor is not capable of slight capacitance

adjustments or extreme accuracy.

Thus in the analysis of the cell constant, it seemed

reasonable to me that the error was in the calibration

procedure rather than in the readings for the different

chemicals, which were reproducible and had errors of from

.2% to 6% due to the dead-band, not enough to cause such

a variation in the cell constant. Another calibration

procedure was therefore attempted. This time the known values
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for the dielectric constants of the different organic

compounds were used as calibration standards. It was assumed

that the precision capacitor was linear in the range which

was being calibrated. This is a reasonable assumption since

such a small range was calibrated. The actual reading from

the precision capacitor was plotted against 6-1 according

to the relationship

A reading = ( £ - l)(C )

The value for Cc was obtained by a least mean squares analysis

for the four compounds. The results are as follows:

Table 7 Calculation of C using known values of

22
Compound 4 reading € - 1 C©

Benzene .085 1.27 .06693
N-butanol .702 16.1 .0^360
Iso-propanol .738 17.3 .0^-208

Nitrobenzene 1.395 33.82 .0M24-

Since the benzene reading contained an error of

6%, and since the dielectric constant and subsequent

capacitance change for benzene is so small, the value of

C ol which is statistically insignificant in a linear plot,

is disregarded. The cell constant value obtained when dis-

regarding the benzene value and analyzing the data by the

least mean squares method is .03939 and can be used, in

conjunction with the reading to determine values of

€ - 1 for unknown dielectric materials, from which e can

be readily figured.

When considering the accuracy of the instrument, the
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A' reading values must be studied. With the precision

capacitor in the circuit, a dielectric such as nitrobenzene,

with a high dielectric constant, gives a ^reading of

only 1.395, which is quite small when considering the size

of the capacitor. As mentioned previously the importance of

the error due to the deadband is magnified when the dreading

is small. It is possible to increase the dreading by re-

moving some of the plates in the precision capacitor so that

1 turn will correspond to fewer *v*f. Another possibility

is to use a different precision capacitor, preferably a

smaller one, which has a gear mechanism so that there are

fewer Uf^f* / turn. For an accuracy of 2-3$ , the instrument

is limited to measurement of dielectrics with a high dielectric

constant unless one of the above adjustments is made. For

work on solutions and on pure material of low dielectric,

a change in the precision capacitor is recommended.

Measurement of Density and Refractive
Index

Determination of dipole moment from the equations

1 11 15 .

given by Debye, Halverstadt and Kumler, and Onsager requires

both density and refractive index measurements. Although

it is possible for pure liquids to use handbook values

for density, when solutiors are used for dipole moment

determination, measurement of the density of the solution

must be performed experimentally. A detailed discussion of

23
density measurement can be found in Weissberger. In this
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project a pycnometer was used to determine the densities of

^ reagent grade chemicals. First the exact volume of the

pycnometer was obtained in the following manner:

1) The pycnometer was carefully washed and dried in an
oven. It was placed in a dessicator until it returned to
room temperature, at which time it was weighed on a Mettler
balanc e

.

2) The pycnometer was filled with distilled water which
had been boiled within the last two hours for removal of
CO-^ and other gases. The capillary stopper in the pycnometer
insured that a reproducible liquid level could be obtained.
Any excess liquid on the outer surface of the pycnometer
was carefully removed with filter paper. The pycnometer
was always handled after drying with chem-wipes to prevent
an additional weight due to hand moisture. The weight of
the pycnometer when filled with water was recorded using the
Mettler balance.

3) The temperature at which the measurements were taken
was recorded.

^) Steps 1, 2, and 3 were repeated until constant readings
(with differences of less than 1 part / thousand) were
obtained,

5) The volume of the pycnometer was calculated by using
the known value for the density at the particular T at which
the water was weighed.

Using the calculated volume of the pycnometer, 25.9813 ml.,

the densities of ^ reagent grade chemicals were determined

and compared with known values. This was done to test the

accuracy of the method used. Results are given in Table 8.

Table 8 Density calculations

?.,. Compound

(0 2,2,^-Trimethylpentane
2-methyl-2-butanol

' 3-methyl-l-butanol
" Cyclopropanone

Wt. in ml. Exp. Dens. Actual Dens.
g/ml. g/ml.

17.8378 .6866 .6918
20.9828 .8076 .80*1-8

20.9361 .8058 .8092
2^.5669 .9^55 .9978
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From these results a computerized calibration "curve"

was made using the method of least mean squares. The slope of

the linear plot obtained when plotting the actual density

on the X axis vs. the experimental density on the Y axis

is .828223 and the Y intercept is .12376. The actual curve

fit is seen in Table 8a.

Table 8a Curve fit of density values

Actual Density Exp. Density Density for % Differ
g/ml. g/ml. LMS fit 3/^ '

•

ti) .6918 .6866 .7003 1.9
(A) .80^8 .8076 .7939 -1.6
n) .8092 .8058 .7976 -1.0

Ct) .9978 .9^55 .9538 .8

Refractive index measurements for the pure liquid, can

also be obtained from the handbook. However, an adjustment

must be made for temperature changes. Corrections can be

made according to the known relationship that for each C

rise from the temperature at which the stated value of the

refraction index is given, the index decreases .000^.

The Guggenheim method for measurement of dipole

moments is solution requires an exact measurement of the

refractive index of the solution. Such a measurement

can be performed at Sweet Briar using a Spencer Abbe- type

refractometer. To test the accuracy of the instrument,

the refractive indices of 4 pure organic chemicals were

measured using a sodium lamp as the light source. After

temperature adjustments . the results were compared with
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handbook values. A calibration "curve" similar to the

density plot was again made. The Abbe refractometer was

found to give highly reproducible results which are accurate.

Table 9 Refractive index values

Compound jn„ A, Exp. n in plot ^Differ.
(Hand. Value)

Benzene 1.374-7 1.3761 1.3755
N-butanol 1.5506 1.54-93 1.5485
Iso-propanol 1.4-991 1.4-968 1.4.979
Nitrobenzene 1.3972 1.3973 1.3976

Handbook values are corrected to a temperature of 25 C.

In view of the added difficulty of density determination in

the Halverstadt-Kumler method for solution, the Guggenheim

method seems more useful at Sweet Briar since accurate

measurements of jn
p
can be made.

APPLICATIONS

Dipole moment measurements were originally a primary

source of information about the structure of molecules.

Debye, for example, based his postulates concerning the OH

bond angle in water on the fact that H2 exhibits a net

dipole moment. Today, however, sophisticated spectroscopic

and diffraction techniques have superseded dipole moment mea-

surements in the determination of molecular structure, especially

for smaller molecules. The usefulness of dipole moments currently

lies in studying conformational equilibrium in molecules ex-

hibiting some degree of free rotation. Our knowledge of bond

angles, bond lengths, and bond moments in most molecules is soph-

isticated enough so that a reasonably accurate prediction of the
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25
moment for various geometrical isomers can be determined.

These values can be compared with the experimental values

to obtain a knowledge of rotational hindrances, the

effect of temperature on rotation, etc. Dipole moments

are also useful in certain mechanism studies in which

evidence for stereospecif ic addition exists or in which

the product is formed by a ring opening.

The generalized applications discussed above require

accurate theoretical predictions of the dipole moments

of the molecules being studied. A detailed analysis of the

mathematical calculations involved is beyond the scope

of this paper. Excellent references on this subject can
26,27

be found m references 26 and 2?» with specific ex-
28-30

ample s given in references 28,29, and 30 • Possible

projects are mentioned below.

1

.

Development of a student experiment involving the
investigation of the addition of bromine to the
double bond in cyclohexene to determine whether addition
is -cis or -trans.

28
2. Investigation of the accuracy of the Wiloox method
of predicting the dipole moments of derivatives of
bicyclo- 2,2,1 -heptane, bicyclo- 2,2,1 -hexane, and
bicyclo- 1,1,1 -pentane. Wilcox has prepared in tabular
form the coordinates in the x,y, and z planes of the
various carbons in these molecules as well as the unit
vectors radiating out from the carbons in the direction of
the substituents or the hydrogens. Quick calculations from
these tables should lead to a good theoretical prediction
of the dipole moments

An interesting study in light of this article could be
made on 5-norbornene-2, 3-dicarboxylic acid.
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3. Investigation of the mechanism of ring opening in
strained molecules. Study of dipole moments of the products
would indicate whether the ring opening is conrotatory,
disrotatory, or a combination of the two.

^. Further investigation of cis-trans equilibria in mole-
cules where such an equilibrium is thought to exist.

^

Dipole moments of both the cis- and trans- isomers are
predicted and compared with the experimental value, which
will presumably be intermediate between the two values
for eis- and trans-.

5. Further investigation of Onsager's theory as applied
to solutions of polar solutes in non-polar solvents. 1 5 •-#-

6 Further investigation of association in solutions through
an application of the Onsager theory of determining dipole
moments for pure liquids. The dipole moment obtained for
a dilute solution in a non-polar solvent 6ould be compared
to that for the pure liquid to determine the degree of
association. If a great deal of association occurs,
the dipole moment will differ considerably from that
predicted by the measurement for the pure liquid.

CONCLUSION

This project has primarily been concerned with

setting up the instruments and equipment necessary for the

determination of dipole moments. It is hoped that invest-

igations involving dipole moment theory can be carried

out in the future at Sweet Briar using the now available

dielectric-constant "meter" , the calibrated pycnometer,

and the Spencer Abbe-type refractometer.
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Appendix I ^
Derivation of F

P cos ©
(1)

J SuHr&ce. -

The value for equation (1) can be obtained by considering

diagrams I and II.

do, a small segment of the surface area of the sphere

generated by rotating r and rsin <S equals r d© • r sin ©^
which when integrated over yields

dw =frd<Sr sin<9 d^ = 2r7T
2 sin<9d <S (2)

If the sphere is in a dielectric, the effect of the field

on the boundary between the dielectric and the sphere will

be equal for the two halves. (Diagram II) Thus it is necessary

to consider only § of the sphere. Since the F term is

derived by considering the forces on each individual surface

element, the actual force F is a resultant and an additional

cos G term is introduced into equation (l). Substituting (2)

into (1), and allowing for the additional cosfi,
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Appendix II
Mathematics of the Clausius-Mosotti

Derivation ^

According to equation (16) P = n«»<(E + ^fiP and
3

from equation (8) D = e + >Mr¥ .

Hit
'

3 '

Hrr -- 3 +3

3 ^r^-f)

3
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Appendix III ^ ^
Derivation of Equation (22) m = H F

3kT

X fe JtJ

kT = > 3; ' J

i e ^

S/nce J"e^ = U , e 7-.3 x
-h

• -<

Here coth x means the hyperbolic cotangent of x f
and L(x)

represents the Langevin function. This derivation is given

the name of Langevin due to the fact that it resembles

Langevin' s calculation of the mean magnetic moment of gas

molecules with a permanent magnetic moment.

When L(x) is expressed in a power series,

cothx = 1 + x - x^+ . .

.

x 3 ^5

3
Coth x - 1 - x - x + • •

•

x 3 ^5

In most cases all but the first term can be neglected.
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Appendix III (cont.

x = mF is a small fraction (considering a capacitor with
kT 1R

plates separated by 1 cm. and charged to 3000 V, F = 10

and kT = 10" erg at room temperature) and thus will not

affect appreciably the value of L(x) . Since x4t 1 , L(x) =

x , its first approximation, is thus used in this derivation.
3

L(x) = x

3

m = AF = A*F

3kT 3kT
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Appendix IV ^q
Calculations for Hedestrand

Method

(3)
(?

2 i
<g_- x,6>

71

g = e, (\>+°i/*) (5)

^ +^' f * t (6 t
+46,^1- *} <° £,**('
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Appendix IV (cont.)

X , ' ^-7* V'* /^O

Po<:-
!

e.-t^'p. +- -£— -—-—7——~z J

£,-' fh-,

P- £«,^)

&,+ Z * ^ / p, C^^) L
p, f 6, -+2)

£1
t

M^-etK 3 /*,*€<

e^^ p, f>i(&,+Z)
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Appendix IV (cont.)

C\ Similar denvaiicrx Carx U uscj for Concc^raitorx -

f
••* p. ( ' * O'c)

'$&&**&) t$h 60 ^ ^'^'^

/, A. 1 000 p -£/^

?^> - £,- > ^ -/ooo^p, 30OO oi'

£

(
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Appendix V
Instructions for Operation of the

Heterodyne Beat Circuit

1

.

All wires should be checked between the three chassis
boxes to make sure there are no shorts.

2. Connections of coaxial leads from one box to the next,
as explained on the instrument, should be checked. The
connection to the scope should be to the vertical input.

3. The switch on the front of the resonance circuit should
be switched to the right.

k. Check to make sure that the cell is connected to the
circuit and that the Pt wires from the cell are not touching.

5. The instrument is turned on by turning on both the heater
and the high voltage in the power supply. A voltage of
250 V should be applied.

6. Both the instrument and the oscilloscope should be allowed
to warm up for at least 30 minutes prior to use.

7. With capacitor 1,2, fully closed, gradually decrease the
capacitance (in the fixed frequency oscillator) until the
ammeter reaches a low current reading of about 1.5 ma.
Continue to decrease it until the current has risen to
about 3 roa. This is the point of maximum stability in the
oscillator.

8. Carefully turn the precision capacitor until the vernier
reads 0.000 in the range of 78-80 on the coarse vernier. Be
sure to turn the vernier slowly as the dial will skip numbers
if it is turned too fast.

9. With the vernier reading 0.000, adjust the coarse capacitor
until the circuit is at approximately zero beat. This will
appear as a solid band on the oscilloscope, which should be
set to read in the range of .5 millisec / cm. Immediately
before and after the zero beat point, sinusoidal waves will
appear on the scope. When the beat frequency is quite high,
a fuzzy band will appear about two times the size of the
zero beat band.

10. Fill the cell with the dielectric, making sure that the
plates are completely covered with liquid.
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Appendix V (cont.)

11. Readjust the circuit to zero beat.

12. Take the reading of the precision vernier, which equals

the AC for the dielectric.

Appendix Va
Instructions for Operation of the

Resonance Circuit

1. Connect the leads from the resonance circuit to the

Pt wires from the cell.

2. Connect both the heater and the B+ voltage leads to the power

supply. It is a good idea to disconnect the heterodyne beat

circuit from the "power supply when using the resonance circuit.

3. Switch the switch on the front of the resonance circuit to

the left.

k. Instructions ^-6, 8-12 for the heterodyne beat circuit

apply when using this circuit.

Appendix VI
Troubleshooting

(The problem will be listed first, then the possible solution.)

1. Circuit will not tune to zero beat. Band remains fuzzy.

Check to see that the switch on the resonance circuit front

is to the right.

2. Circuit is tuned to zero beat without cell, but when the

cell is connected, adjustment of the precision capacitor results

in no change.
Possible short in Pt wires of cell. If both are touching

metal surfaces which are connected, such as the sides of a

clamp, short will exist.

3. Thin diagonal line appears on scope.
Check to see that the ground lead from the mixer chassis

is connected.

4. Ammeter reading is zero.
This is due to a problem in the fixed frequency os-

cillator. Check to see that the external wires are not shorted.

Check also capacitor 1,2 to see that the plates are not

touching. Further troubleshooting must be done in the

inner circuitry.
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Appendix VI (cont.)

5. Inner circuitry of fixed frequency oscillator non-functional.
With a grid-dip meter check to see if the circuit can

be tuned to resonance (this is done with the power off).
Using a r.f. detector, check to see if a rf. signal is being
given off with the power on. No r.f. signal indicates
possible crystal failure. The crystal can be tested by
placing it in the resonance circuit.

6. Crystal is operative but circuit is not.
Check all inner leads to see that they are not shorted.

Check connections to coil to see that they are not broken.
Test with a VOM the individual resistors. One which

offers an infinite resistance is burned out. Check capacitors
for shorts.

7. No short in cell but adjustment of the precision capacitor
results in no change on the scope.

Possible problem in the variable frequency oscillator.
Connect the v.f.o. output to the vertical input of the
scope to determine if it is operating.

8. No output from v.f.o.
See #6.

Appendix Via
The Grid-dip Meter

A grid-dip meter is a simple vacuum tube oscillator

with an ammeter for reading grid current. It can be easily

coupled (usually through the inductor of the circuit being

tested) . When the external circuit and the grid-dip meter

are tuned to the same frequency, the external circuit

will absorb energy from the grid-dip oscillator circuit.

A corresponding sharp drop in grid current will take place.

The point at which the second circuit is tuned to the same

frequency as the grid-dip meter can thus be easily read, and

since the frequency for the grid-dip meter is known, it can

be determined for the unknown circuit.
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Appendix VII
Specifics for Solutions

Both the Guggenheim and Halverstadt-Kumler methods

of determining dipole moments in solution are extensions

of Debye theory and assume negligible interaction between

molecules. For liquids this state is only approached in

very dilute solutions. Concentrations for solutions should

thus be very small, on the order of 1-5 mole per cent.

The accuracy of the instrument limits the degree of

dilution possible; the concentration must be great enough

to produce a measureable change in the capacitance of the

cell. The best procedure when using the precision capacitor

currently available is to test different solutions

to determine the maximum dilution for which measurement is

possible.

Both solute and solvent must be thoroughly purified

before use. A good solvent is one which is easy to handle

and will present little danger of solute-solvent interaction.

It must of necessity be non-polar. Perhaps the best hydrocarbon

solvent is cyclohexane, which can easily be distilled, is

non-polar, and can be dried over sodium. Benzene and carbon

tetrachloride are also used sb solvents if cyclohexane is

unsuitable. One disadvantage of benzene is that with its it

bonds, it can associate with organic and inorganic compounds.
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In the preparation of the solutions, care must be

taken to prevent the absorption of moisture. Water is polar

and can associate with itself or with the solute; a significant

error can thus be introduced if water is absorbed. In addition

an effort must be made to prepare and handle all solutions

in the same manner. Any error introduced will be common to

the entire set of data. Preparation of solutions by successive

dilution is not recommended since each solution will be given slightly

different treatment. For a more detailed discussion of dipole

moment measurements of solutions, see reference (l3)»
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BASIC SOLMOM
10 PRINT
20 PRINT "CALCULATION OF DIPOLE MOMENT FOR SOLUTION"
30 PRINT " HALVERSTADT-KUMLER METHOD"
40 PRIMT
140 PRIMT "D STANDS FOR DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF SOLUTION

150 PRIMT
160 PRIMT "X<2> STAMDS FOR MOLE FRACTIONS OF SOLUTE"
170 PRIMT
171 PRIMT "INPUT NUMBER OF TIMES CALCULATION IS DESIRED"
172 IMPUT H(l)
173 PRIMT
174 FOR H»l TO H( 1

)

180 PRIMT "IMPUT NUMBER OF PAIRS OF X<2)# D"

190 IMPUT M

200 PRIMT
210 PRIMT "IMPUT X(2)# D* ONE PAIR PER LIME"
220 FOR Ol TO 2
230 LET A»0
240 LET B«0
250 LET C«0
260 LET D=0
270 FOR J=l TO M

280 IMPUT X(J>* Y<J>
281 PRIMT
285 LET A=A+X(J)
290 LET B=B+Y(J>
300 LET C»C+X<J)*Y<J>
310 LET D=D+(X<J)t2>
320 NEXT J
325 LET G=M
330 LET 0»At2-(G*D)
360 P(Q)*(A*B-6*C)/0
365 IF Q»2 GO TO 435
370 PRIMT "P STANDS FOR DENSITY OF SOLUTION"
390 PRIMT "IMPUT X<2)# Pj ONE PAIR PER LIME"
400 PRIMT
411 MEXT Q
435 PRIMT "EMTEK DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF SOLVENT"
440 IMPUT DCD
442 PRIMT
444 PRIMT "EMTER DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF SOLUTE"
450 IMPUT D(2)
455 PRIMT
460 PRIMT "EMTER DENSITY OF SOLVENT"
465 IMPUT S<1>
470 PRIMT
475 PRIMT "ENTER DENSITY OF SOLUTE"
480 IMPUT SC2)
490 PRIMT
49 5 PRIMT "ENTER MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SOLVENT"
500 IMPUT M< 1)
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BASIC SOLMOM (CONT.)
PRIMT
PRINT "ENTER MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SOLUTE"
INPUT M<2>
PRINT
T»<D(l)-l)/(D(l)+2)
T( l)»T/S( 1)

T(8>»T< 1>*M(2)-T( 1>*M< 1>*P(2)/S( 1)

T<3>=3*M< l)/((D<l)+2)t2*SCl>)
TC4)=T(2)+T(3>*P( 1)

PRINT "ENTER IMDEX OF REFRACTION OF SOLUTE"
IMPUT R
PRIMT
W«<(R» 2-l)/(R»2+2))*M(2)/S<2)
PRINT "EMTER TEMPERATURE IM DEGREES KELVIN"
IMPUT E
PRIMT
K=(.0128130E-18>*SQR<<T<4>-W)*E>
PRIMT "DIPOLE MOMENT FOR ", H* "EQUAL S"#K
PRIMT
IF H=H< 1) GO TO 660
PRIMT "CALCULATION FOR NEXT DIPOLE MOMEMT VALUE'
PRIMT
MEXT H
EMD
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BASIC DMOM

iJ0 PRINT
20 PRI>JT "CALCULATION OF DIPOLE MOMENT FOR PURE POLAR LIQUIDS"

B5 PRINT " ONSAGER METHOD"
!30 PRIMT
WA PRIMT "IMPUT AFTER EXCLAMATION POINT"
43 PRINT
45 PRINT "IMPUT NUMBER OF TIMES CALCULATIOM IS DESIRED"

46 INPUT H(l)
47 FOR H»l TO H( 1)

: 50 PRINT
|60 PRINT "ENTER MOLECULAR WEIGHT"
70 INPUT W
80 PRIMT
90 PRINT "ENTER DENSITY"'

91 INPUT P
9 5 PRINT
100 PRINT "EMTER INDEX OF REFRACTION"
101 IMPUT M

105 PRIMT
110 PRINT "ENTER DIELECTRIC COMSTANT"
111 INPUT C
115 PRINT
120 PRINT "ENTER TEMPERATURE IM DEGREES KELVIN"

121 INPUT T
125 PRINT
150 LET V»W/P
160 Ga(C-N)*((2)*(C)+N)
170 L=G/<C)*(<M+2)» 2)

180 Q«(L)*(V)*(T)
190 M*(.0128130E-18)*SQR(Q>
2PI0 PRIMT "DHPOLE MOMENT FOR"*H» n EQUALS"JM

205 IF H»H( 1) GO TO 210
206 PRIMT "CALCULATIOM FOR NEXT DIPOLE MOMENT VALUE"

207 PRIMT
208 NEXT H
209 PRIMT
210 END
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